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ABSTRACT

of grammatical categories [3]. Thus, automatic speech
recognition (ASR) vocabulary for Slavic languages requires
millions of words, that is 10 or 20 times larger than ASR
systems for English language where the inventory of 50
thousands most frequent words yields the coverage rate
about 99% [2].
Another feature that is characteristic for Russian
language as well as other Slavic languages is a relatively
free word order: for example, the subject-verb-object triple
in Russian is possible in all 6 surface orders. This became
possible due to rich morphology, because the role of the
word in the sentence is determined by its inflected form. But
in contrast to free word order there is a complex
grammatical agreement systems in Slavic languages [3].
The appearance of these features results in the increasing
of vocabulary size and the number of out-vocabulary
(OOV) words. In terms of OOV rates, Russian is
comparable to some other morphologically rich European
languages, such as Finnish, Czech, Hungarian, Lithuanian
or Turkish [4, 5, 6].
In recent years a number of approaches dealing with
mentioned issues were widely introduced and tested for
speech recognition systems for the Russian language. The
survey of Russian ASR systems is given in [7], while here
we present several new works.
In [8], authors deal with a Russian speech recognition
system developed within the Quaero program. The system
uses two different acoustic front-ends in order to train the
acoustic models. 4-gram case sensitive language models
(LMs) with vocabulary of 500K were trained on broadcast
news, web data, books, and audio transcripts. Experiments
showed word error rate of about 20% on the official Quaero
2010 evaluation set. The carried out analysis of recognition
errors showed that many recognition errors were caused by
inflections and Yo-homonyms.
In [9], a maximum entropy language model for Russian
with features specifically designed to deal with the
inflections in Russian language is described. This model
combined with subword based language model was used for
N-best list rescoring. This led to reduction of word error
rate by 1.2%.

In this paper, we present a research of factored language
model (FLM) for rescoring N-best lists for Russian speech
recognition task. As a baseline language model we used a 3gram language model. Both baseline and factored language
models were trained on a text corpus collected from recent
news texts on Internet sites of online newspapers; total size
of the corpus is about 350 million words (2.4 GB data). For
FLMs creation, we used five factors: word, its lemma, stem,
part-of-speech, and morphological tag. We investigate the
influence of factor set on language model perplexity and
word error rate (WER). Experiments on large vocabulary
continuous Russian speech recognition showed that FLM
can reduce WER.
Index Terms— factored language model (FLM),
automatic speech recognition (ASR), N-best lists, Russian
language processing
1. INTRODUCTION
Russian is morphologically rich inflective language. Words
in Russian can inflect for a number of syntactic features:
case, number, gender etc., this leads to a large number of
possible word forms and consequent problems connected
with sparseness of data. Vast majority of lexical items
(except adverbs, prepositions etc.) modify its basic form
(lemma) according to grammatical, morphological, and
contextual relations. This is a common characteristic for all
Slavic (or Slavonic) languages [1]. Thus, it is possible to
cite as example a comparison of word nice and its inflected
equivalents in Russian: one word compared to 24 words.
Rich morphology of Russian as well as of many other
Slavic languages results in extremely large vocabulary. New
words with similar meaning can be created by adding single
or multiple prefixes, suffixes and endings to a stem, or also
by modifying a stem itself [2]. Even grading of adjectives
and adverbs is done by adding specific suffixes and
prefixes. Slavic morphology is primarily fusional, that is a
given affix frequently combines the expression of a number
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A large vocabulary continuous speech recognizer that
uses syllable-based LM is presented in [10]. A method for
recognized syllables concatenation and error correction is
proposed. The syllable lexicon has about 12K entries. The
final sentence is constructed from the recognized syllables
by the designed co-evolutionary asymptotic probabilistic
genetic algorithm (CAPGA).
In [11], authors deal with method of syntactic links
accounting in language model. They used such processing
stages as part-of-speech (POS) tagging, dependency parsing
and factored language models for hypotheses rescoring.
Experiments were performed on parts of Russian National
Corpora and have shown that only one of mixed models
showed slightly better results than the simple 3-gram model.
The best accuracy was 91.77%, that is 1.26% better than
results obtained with the baseline model.
A continuous Russian speech recognition with deep
belief networks in conjunction with HMM is presented
in [12]. The first of two recognition stages was the use of
deep belief networks to calculate the phoneme state
probability for feature vectors. At the second stage Viterbi
decoder used these probabilities for generating resulting
sequence of words. The experiments were performed on the
collected by FSSI Research Institute corpus of telephone
speech, with 25 hours used for training, 1 hour
for validation and 1 hour for test. Additionally 17 hours of
unlabeled speech were used for pretraining of deep neural
networks. Experiments showed best results with deep neural
networks in the case of 5 layers with 1000 elements for one
layer. In that case accuracy was 45%.
In [7], syntactico-statistical language model is proposed
to take into account long-distance syntactic dependencies
between word pairs. This model was created by joint
application of statistic and syntactic analysis of training text
data. Application of the model to large vocabulary speech
recognition task allowed to decrease WER from 30.5% to
26.9%
Yandex SpeechKit [13] provides an ASR search
application for Russian language. For improvement of
acoustical modeling authors used deep neural networks. At
the moment application allows searching general
information and geo information (streets, places). Authors
claim that accuracy is 84% for general information and 94%
for geo information.
Finally, for automatic voice search in the Internet,
Google Inc. has developed the on-line Voice Search
service [14], which uses speech recognition technology.
This service allows users to find necessary information in
the Internet pronouncing a word or a phrase. For the LM
creation, written queries to Google search engine were used.
This technology is also applied to other Google services, for
example, Google maps, where it is possible to perform
voice request for searching a place on the map. For short
and common sentences it works pretty well, but it fails for
conversational Russian speech.

2. FACTORED LANGUAGE MODELING
Alternative to N-gram language models is factored
language models (FLM) that for the first time was
introduced in order to deal with morphologically rich
Arabic language [15]. Then it has been used for many other
morphologically rich languages. This model incorporates
various morphological features (factors) and it can be used
for inflective languages. So, a word is viewed as a vector of
k factors: wi ( f i , f i ,..., f i ) . Factors of a given word
can be word, morphological classes, stems, roots, and other
grammatical features. Probabilistic language model is
constructed over sets of the factors.
There are two main issues in FLM developing [16]:
1. choosing an appropriate set of factor definitions by
using data-driven techniques or linguistic
knowledge;
2. finding the best statistical model over these factors.
In FLM, there is no obvious way of backing-off path
[15]. In word N-gram modeling backing-off is performed by
dropping first the most distant word, followed by the second
most distant word, and so on until the unigram language
model is used. This process is illustrated in Figure 1 (a). In
FLM any factor can be dropped at each step of backing-off,
and it is not obvious which factor to drop first. In this case,
several backoff paths are possible, what results in a backoff
graph. An example of backoff graph is presented on
Figure 1(b). The graph shows all possible single step
backoff paths, where exactly one variable is dropped per
backoff step.
1

2

k

Figure 1. N-gram and FLM backoff trees: (a) backoff path
for a 3-gram language model over words; (b) backoff graph
for with three parent variables F1, F2, F3
In [17], factored language model is incorporated at
different stages of the speech recognition system: at the
stage of N-best list rescoring and at recognition stage.
Because the use of FLM at the recognition stage is
problematic, for speech decoding a word-based language
model rescored with FLM was used. Recognition results
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showed an improved WER with the FLM used for N-best
rescoring task by 0.8-1.3% depending on the test speech
corpus, and usage of FLM at speech recognition gave
additional improving of WER by 0.5%.
FLM is applied for lattice rescoring in [18]. For speech
recognition HTK decoder was used. The decoder generated
a lattice of 100 best alternatives for each test sentence using
a word-based bigram language model with 5K vocabulary.
Then the lattice was rescored with various morpheme-based
and factored language models. Word recognition accuracy
obtained with baseline model was 91.60%. Usage of FLM
increased word recognition accuracy up to 92.92%.
In [19], morpheme-based trigram language mode for
Estonian was used for N-best list generating. Vocabulary of
the language model consisted of 60K particles. Then the
obtained morpheme sequences were reconstructed to word
sequences. Factored language model which used words and
their part-of-speech tags was applied to rescore N-best
hypotheses. A relative WER improvement of 7.3% was
obtained on a large vocabulary speaker independent
recognition task.
In [20], FLM was combined with recurrent neural
network for Code-Switching Language Modeling task. The
combined language model gave a relative improvement of
32.7% comparing to the baseline 3-gram model.
An application of the FLM for Russian speech
recognition is described in [21, 22]. FLM was trained on the
text corpus containing 10M words with vocabulary size of
about 100K words. FLMs were created using the next
factors: word, lemma, morphological tag part-of-speech,
and gender-number-person factor. TreeTagger [23] tool was
used for obtaining the factors. Investigation of influence of
different factors and backoff path on perplexity and WER
was carried out. FLM was used for rescoring of 500-best
list. Evaluation experiments showed that FLM allows to
achieve 4.0% WER relative reduction, and 6.9% relative
reduction was obtained when FLM was interpolated with
baseline 3-gram model.

Figure 2. Architecture of the PARAD-R speech analysis
software
The server consists of the following software modules: a
server application - MRCP server, the modules of
vocabulary editor, language model generator and quality
estimator. Each of these modules, except the last, is
implemented as an executable file running OS MS
Windows XP/Vista/7. In addition to these software
modules, the server is also linked to the core of
mathematical software, which includes: digital audio
processing, speaker diarization, automatic speech
recognition [25-30]. Each of these modules is implemented
as a static library to be connected to the server application.
3.2. Acoustic modeling
Training of acoustic models of speech units is carried out
with the use of a Russian speech corpus. In this research, we
have used our own corpus of spoken Russian speech
Euronounce-SPIIRAS, created in 2008-2009 in the
framework of the Euro-Nounce project [31]. The speech
data were collected in clean acoustic conditions, with
44.1 kHz sampling rate, 16-bit audio quality. A signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) at least 35-40 dB was provided. The
database consists of 16,350 utterances pronounced by 50
Russian native speakers (25 male and 25 female). Each
speaker reads 327 phonetically-balanced and meaningful
sentences carefully, but fluently one time only. Total
duration of speech data is about 21 hours.
Hidden Markov Models (HMM) are used for acoustic
modeling, and each phoneme (speech sound) is modeled by
one continuous density HMM. A phoneme model has three
states: the first state describes phoneme’s start, the second
state presents a middle part, and a third state is phoneme’s
end. HMM of a word is obtained by connection of
phoneme’s models. Similarly the models of words are
connected with each other, generating the models of
phrases. The aim of training of the acoustic models based on
HMM is to determine such model’s parameters that would

3. THE BASELINE SPEECH RECOGNITION
SYSTEM
3.1. Architecture of the baseline speech recognition
system
An architecture of the software of automatic analysis,
recognition and diarization of Russian speech (PARAD-R)
is presented on Figure 2. PARAD-R software is built on the
basis of a three-level processing (client, server, programmathematical core) [24]. The client and server can be
located either on the same computer or on different
computers and can communicate over a computer network.
The exchange of information between client and server is
implemented using protocols MRCPv2 (Media Resource
Control Protocol) and RTSP (Real-Time Streaming
Protocol).
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lead to maximum value of probability of appearance of this
sequence by training sequence of observations [32].
3.3. Baseline Language Modeling
For the language model creation, we collected and
automatically processed a new Russian text corpus of online newspapers. This corpus was collected from recent
news published on freely available Internet sites of on-line
Russian
newspapers
(www.ng.ru,
www.smi.ru,
www.lenta.ru, www.gazeta.ru, www.interfax.ru, ria.ru) for
the years 2006-2013. The procedure of preliminary text
processing and normalization is described in [7]. The size of
the corpus after text normalization and deletion of doubling
or short (<5 words) sentences is over 350M words, and it
has above 1M unique word-forms.
For the statistical text analysis we used the SRI
Language Modeling Toolkit (SRILM) [33]. We created 3gram language models with different vocabulary sizes, and
the best speech recognition results were obtained with 150K
vocabulary [34]. Perplexity of the baseline model is 553. So
this vocabulary was chosen for further experiments with Nbest list rescoring.

Figure 3. Backoff paths for a model W+L: (a) backoff
path 1; (b) backoff path 2
Table 1. Perplexity of different FLMs with different backoff
paths
Backoff path 1
Backoff path 2
Factors
PPL
PPL1
PPL
PPL1
553
878
W
826
1405
1007
1739
W+L
1637
2937
1834
3320
W+S
750
1264
900
1539
W+G
725
1219
727
1223
W+P

4. FACTORED LANGUAGE MODEL CREATION
The software “VisualSynan” from the AOT project [35] was
used for obtaining morphological word features. We used
five factors: the word, its lemma, stem, part-of-speech
(POS), and morphological tag.
The training text corpus was processed to replace words
with their factors. For example, the word ‘ɫɯɟɦɟ’
(“scheme”) is replaced with the vector {W-ɫɯɟɦɟ: L-ɫɯɟɦɚ:
S-ɫɯɟɦ: P-ɫɭɳ: G-bc}, where W is a word, L is a lemma, S
is a stem, P is POS, G is a morphological tag that means
noun POS, feminine gender, singular, dative case. We
created 4 models with the word plus one of the other factors
using Witten-Bell discounting method.
We have tried 2 fixed backoff paths:
1. The first drop was of the most distant word and
factor, then – of the less distant ones.
2. The first drop was of the words in time-distance
order, the drop of the factors in the same order.
Figure 3 shows an example of these backoff paths for a
model W+L.
Table 1 presents perplexity of the obtained models
calculated on text data consisting of phrases (33M words in
total) from another online newspaper “Ɏɨɧɬɚɧɤɚ.ru”
(www.fontanka.ru). Perplexity is given with two different
normalizations: counting all input tokens (PPL) and
excluding end-of-sentence tags (PPL1).

The models built with backoff path 1 have smaller
perplexity. The largest value of perplexity has the model
with word and stem factors.
5. EXPERIMENTS
To test the speech recognition system we used a speech
corpus that contains 500 phrases pronounced by 5 speakers.
The phrases were taken from the materials of the on-line
newspaper «Ɏɨɧɬɚɧɤɚ.ru» (www.fontanka.ru).
For
speech
recognition
we
used
decoder
Julius ver. 4.2 [36]. WER obtained with the baseline 3-gram
language model was 26.54%. The OOV rate for the test set
was 1.1%. RTF was 2.5 for the speech decoder installed on
a desktop PC with multi-core Intel Core i7-3770K 3.5 GHz
processor.
We produced several N-best lists with different number
of hypotheses and carried out rescoring of N-best lists using
created FLMs. The results are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. WER obtained after rescoring of
FLMs with different backoff paths
50-best
20-best
Models
Path 1 Path 2 Path 1 Path 2
W+L 28.05 29.06 27.83 28.39
W+S 29.33 30.30 29.01 29.46
W+G 27.88 28.39 27.30 27.58
W+P 28.75 29.40 27.72 28.48
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N-best lists with
10-best
Path 1 Path 2
26.95 27.77
27.90 28.63
27.88 27.15
27.32 27.60
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Our results are consistent with those obtained in [22].
But comparing to [22] we used another morphological
parser - AOT [35] while authors in [22] used
TreeTagger [23]. For our experiments we used training set
of 350 million words that is 35 times larger set than in [22].
In the end our results are better and support the hypothesis
of [22] that FLM improve recognition accuracy.

Table 2 shows that in most cases model with W and G
factors gave the better results, but WER was worse than
WER obtained before N-best list rescoring. Then we carried
out linearly interpolation of FLMs with baseline 3-gram
model. Performance of obtained models in terms of WER is
presented in Table 3.
Table 3. WER obtained after rescoring of N-best lists with
FLMs interpolated with 3-gram model
50-best
20-best
10-best
Models
Path 1 Path 2 Path 1 Path 2 Path 1 Path 2
3gram and
26.10 26.16 25.69 25.84 25.90 26.05
W+L
3gram and
26.46 26.27 26.01 26.03 26.20 26.09
W+S
3gram and
26.01 25.45 25.71 25.28 25.79 25.45
W+G
3gram and
25.88 26.03 25.51 25.75 25.75 25.84
W+P

6. CONCLUSION
Rich morphology of Russian complicates the creation of
language models. FLMs can help to include additional
information in language model and thereby to improve
Russian speech recognition system.
In the paper we have investigated an application of FLM
for N-best lists rescoring for Russian speech recognition.
We made a comparison of influence of factor set on speech
recognition results. We obtained relative WER reduction of
5% comparing to the baseline system.
In further research we plan to investigate FLMs with
more than two factors and try generalized backoff in which
multiple different paths are chosen dynamically at a run
time.

Some better results were obtained after rescoring of 20best lists than of 50-best and 10-best lists. The lowest WER
(25.28%) was obtained by means of the baseline model
interpolated with FLM, in which W and G factors were used
(backoff path 2). The second best result was obtained when
the FLM with W and P factors (backoff path 1) was used for
interpolation with 3-gram model. So, we created the model
that is the linearly interpolation of 3-gram model, W+G
model (backoff path 2), and W+P model (backoff path 1). In
this case WER was equal to 25.19%. So we obtained a
relative WER reduction of 5% comparing to baseline the
system.
On Figure 4 the distribution graph of mean values of
best hypothesis number for different N-best sizes is
presented. It shows that when N-best list is increasing in
number more than 30, the increase of mean number of best
hypothesis slows down.
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